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 2.0.

Congratulations to Siva Vaidhyanathan, a

 UT AMS alum and professor at the

 University of Virginia, who has written a

 critical and thought provoking essay for

 The Baffler about the cultural and political

 roots of the rising cost of higher education.

 We’ve excerpted a section below, and you

 can find the whole post here.

Elite higher education in

 America has long been a Veblen

 good—a commodity that obeys

 few, if any, conventional laws

 of economic activity. In some

 cases (chiefly among the

 children of the serene

 professional elders perusing the

 Sunday New York Times), the

 higher the sticker price of a

 particular college or university,

 the more attractive it is. Raise

 the price and then offer a

 “discount,” and applications
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 will fly in and better students

 will enroll. Private colleges and

 universities figured out this

 marketing strategy about

 twenty years ago. That’s a

 major reason that private

 college tuition has skyrocketed

 over the same time span, often

 at more than double the rate of

 inflation. Because university

 administrators know they have

 an essentially captive client

 base, they can mark up their

 sticker prices with impunity.

Economists call things “Veblen

 goods” when they violate

 standard models of supply and

 demand—mainly in cases when

 an ongoing spike in price

 works, perversely, to increase

 demand. Veblen goods are

 usually luxuries, or at least

 luxury versions of goods that

 might be considered necessities

 in general. Higher education

 seems to comport with the

 trend: as the prospects dim for

 earning a decent wage and

 forging a comfortable life

 without a bachelor’s degree, we

 are told we must increase the

 number of bachelor’s degrees

 floating around the economy.

 And as that number increases,

 some versions of the degree

 have become even more

 valuable in the eyes of
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 Gronbeck-Tedesco, Asst. Prof. of

 American Studies, Ramapo

 College
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 media artist Samuel Cepeda this
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RT @HouserHeather: TODAY,

 11am: TILTS Discussion of

 LIVING OIL w @LeMenagerUO,

 @ut_english Professor Ann

 Cvetkovich, & @AmStudies PhD

 candi… 5 hours ago

RT @HouserHeather: TODAY,

 6pm: TILTS, @ut_english,

 @AmStudies present Stephanie

 LeMenager on Oil Culture &

 Environmental Humanities

 https:/… 1 day ago
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 2 days ago
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 tastemakers and nervous

 wealthy people.

Thorstein Veblen described the

 cultural and economic effects of

 the irony of prestige in his best-

known, bestselling book, The

 Theory of the Leisure Class

 (1899). But Veblen did not call

 Veblen goods “me goods” or

 define the phenomenon himself.

 In a 1950 paper, economist

 Harvey Leibenstein coined the

 term “Veblen effect” to explain

 why people pay more money

 for goods of no discernably

 higher quality. Over time,

 economists began to refer to

 such goods as “Veblen goods,” a

 legacy designation that would

 doubtless exasperate its

 namesake.
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